A novel BOD sensor based on bacterial luminescence.
A reagent-type BOD sensor with a new principle employing a luminous bacterium, Photobacterium phosphoreum, was developed. The increased intensity of luminescence resulting from the cellular assimilation of organic compounds in wastewater was detected by a photodiode. The BOD response of the bacterial reagent could be obtained within 15 min with +/-7% error. The temperature condition for optimal BOD response was 18 degrees to 25 degrees C at pH 7 to 8, indicating that it is possible to measure BOD at room temperature without having to stabilize the temperature of the measuring system. For practical use, two procedures for long-term preservation of the bacterial reagent, vacuum drying method and freezing method, are suggested. The metabolic characteristics of employed luminous bacteria were investigated by comparing the BOD values for several pure organic substrates estimated by the BOD sensor with conventional 5-day BOD values. In comparison with the 5-day measurement for some wastewater samples, BOD values estimated by the sensor showed comparatively good agreement with those measured by the 5-day method.